Abstract
Based on those researches, there are some isolation techniques. For the fault detection and isolation of specific network, in recent years, there come logical isolation techniques which use software to realize the isolation and assure the transmission of not isolated nodes in the network [15, 16, 17] . There are also some other studies proposing hybrid isolation of physical and logical methods in the purpose of protect certain node in sub-network from unauthorized access and attacks from the Internet [18, 19, 20] . Table1 lists the main techniques in network isolation.
Due to the different social environment, the government of China raises higher security requirement for the communication network, so there are more researches on the network isolation in China in recent years [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] ].
Dilemma of the current isolation in against network virus

Summary of the current research on the isolation
Sum all those isolation researches and techniques, either logical or physical isolation, they focus on access control of the protected sub-network, which is effective when the isolated IP address is fixed. To some extent the paper names them IPBI(IP-based isolation).
By the different scope of this isolation they can be sorted to two categories: One is called EIPBI (exclusive IP-based isolation) whose main idea is that except some specified nodes is configured safe, all other nodes are considered unsafe and be excluded from accessing the sub-network. Some systems with higher security requirements or internal network in a unit use this isolation. The other is called SIPBI (selective IP-Based isolation) whose main idea is that all the other nodes are considered safe only some unsafe nodes are isolated denying of access the sub-net.
SIPBI is often used in some systems with not too high security requirement or some public web-sites of certain business. Obviously the blockage on network traffic caused by SIPBI is reduced but the security is lower than EIPBI. It should be pointed out that isolation measures of both SIPBI and EIPBI is to cut off connections completely between isolated nodes, do not permit any transmitted data get through.
Dilemma of the current isolation and the main idea of sub-connection based isolation
Different from these threats from the relative fixed IP nodes or directed at the relative fixed IP nodes. Most network viruses do not spread from the fixed IP node neither directed at specific IP nodes. A trusted IP node might also be the spreading media of the network virus.
Secondly, Nowadays the Internet is a vast and complex network system, on which running a variety of network application platforms, which are also called service. 
Symbols of Some Concepts
Based on the above discussion, and also for convenience to describe concepts and algorithm below, the paper presents some symbols' definitions:
is a node in network and denotes a certain computer system; (2) ) , ( 
Isolation Algorithm
The purpose of SBI is to prevent uninfected node from being infected by the infected node, in other words, to prevent the virus from spreading in the network. Therefore it is necessary to determine the set of infected nodes and the set of susceptible nodes, and then construct the isolating wall between them. 
Identification of the infected area
Pursuing of the virus
From the above description, a virus' transmission from one node to another node corresponds to a tuple, successive transmission corresponds to a compound tuple. The definition is given below.
Definition 2 Suppose in two successive periods, the connection sets of a network are 
Source tracing of virus
Assume node
Determination of the susceptible areas
Susceptible area denoted as S is the set of nodes suspected to be infected by infected nodes which is the object of the protection. As the isolation is symmetric, that is, isolating the infected nodes will protect the uninfected nodes, which has the same consequence as isolating the uninfected nodes from being infected.
With respect to the concrete realization of EIPBI and SIPBI and also to comparing SBI with the both, the paper presents three definitions for the susceptible 
, that is the uninfected nodes having connection to the infected node is defined as the susceptible node. With the above definition, the paper can present the isolation more accurate. 
Establishment of Isolation Wall
, and the isolation wall of SBI in this paper is
, shown as figure 2. As 
according to def.6 it can be known that 
, that is to say there is sub connection meets the virus, but this sub connection is not on the isolation wall, then only can 
Isolation methods
When the infected area and the susceptible area are identified, there are three ways to realize the isolation with respect to isolation location in the network. 
The midway isolation emphasizes the public safety of the whole network. It is the job of the network managers.
In our simulation test, we find the first way is the most effective one and more convenience. The second way is also effective but cost the sending node more time. The last way is also effective but blocks the network flow seriously.
As discussed above, there are all kinds of viruses with each depending on special network application. So 
Measurement of Isolation's Blockage on Network Flow
The blockage of isolation wall on the flow of the network is a very important indicator to measure the quality of isolation wall, but network connection is a dynamic process, and the weights of connections between nodes are not the same, for example, ), , , 
It is obvious that IW_SBI cause less blockage on network than IW_SIPBI. The simulation test will prove it.
Simulation Test
The simulation test selects 300 nodes forming a network, to facilitate and assure the controlling of the From the test result, it can be seen that the earlier the isolation begins, the better the effective of the isolation is. On the contrary, the later the worse is.
Test on valid of isolation
However, it must be pointed out that the omitted virus is not the leakage of the isolation wall but the leak of tracing virus.
Blockage of three isolation wall on the flow of the network
The test in this term is set to measure and compare the blockage of the three isolations, the initial number of infected nodes is set the same for the three: |Y| =10, 20, 
The effects of three ways isolation
In this term, Email connection is selected sub-connection to be isolated. Receiver end isolation is easier. By the SBI methods above, for each uninfected nodes, only add their infected friends to the black list.
The test result similar to the predicate of our theory, all viruses are isolated. In the Sender end isolation, we insert our module of isolation "SBI connect isolation", the idea is to detect the socket of SMTP connection in the windows environment, then judge whether the package heads (IP1; IP2) belongs to IW_ SBI, if it does, then deny the connection, else permit to connect. The test result is also valid. For the test of midway isolation,
we use the open codes "GetEthernetData.rar" and make program with Sniffer C++, the isolation is stored in a database, by insert our controlling module in the Email server, the isolation is also realized. But as there are so many dynamic factors in the network, it is rather difficult to compare the results of the three isolation ways. Considering the implement convenience, the paper prefers the receiver end isolation. 
Further study on the isolation
As the representative of operation system, Microsoft manufacturing industries has published a white paper for a security strategy for manufacturing operations, in the part of securing the network, they provide network isolation with application gateways. In the part of secure connectivity for management of the firewall, they provide network isolation with virtualization.
Considering the simulation test of our theory and the white paper of Microsoft, we plan to focus on the following two researches. The first is the design of isolation as general middle layer software plugged into different network application of viruses. For the algorithm and the strategy proposed in the paper is finite, the second research will focus on the partition of the network with respect to different network viruses.
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